Abstract-Two schemes-prefix partitioning and interval partitioning-are proposed to improve the performance of dynamic IP routertable designs. While prefix partitioning applies to all known dynamic router-table designs, interval partitioning applies to the alternative collection of binary search tree designs of Sahni and Kim [18] . Experiments using public-domain IPv4 router databases indicate that one of the proposed prefix partitioning schemes-TLDP-results in router tables that require less memory than when prefix partitioning is not used. Further significant reduction in the time to find the longest matching-prefix, insert a prefix, and delete a prefix is achieved.
INTRODUCTION
I N IP routing, each router table has a set of rules ðF ; NÞ, where F is a filter and N is the next hop for the packet. Typically, each filter is a destination address prefix and longest-prefix matching is used to determine the next hop for each incoming packet. That is, when a packet arrives at a router, its next hop is determined by the rule that has the longest prefix (i.e., filter) that matches the destination address of the packet. Notice that the length of a routertable prefix cannot exceed the length W of a destination address. In IPv4, destination addresses are W ¼ 32 bits long and, in IPv6, W ¼ 128.
In a static rule table, the rule set does not vary in time. For these tables, we are concerned primarily with the following metrics:
1. Time required to process an incoming packet. This is the time required to search the rule table for the rule to use. 2. Preprocessing time. This is the time to create the ruletable data structure. 3. Storage requirement. That is, how much memory is required by the rule-table data structure? In practice, rule tables are seldom truly static. At best, rules may be added to or deleted from the rule table infrequently. Typically, in a "static" rule table, inserts/ deletes are batched and the rule-table data structure reconstructed as needed.
In a dynamic rule table, rules are added/deleted with some frequency. For such tables, inserts/deletes are not batched. Rather, they are performed in real time. For such tables, we are concerned additionally with the time required to insert/delete a rule. When the initial rule-table data structure is constructed by starting with an empty data structure and then inserting the initial set of rules into the data structure one by one, the preprocessing metric, mentioned above, is very closely related to the insert time.
In this paper, we develop two strategies to improve the performance of already known data structures for dynamic router-tables-prefix partitioning (Section 3) and interval partitioning (Section 5). Prefix partitioning is quite general and may be used in conjunction with all known dynamic IP router-table designs. However, interval partitioning applies only to the interval-based designs of Sahni and Kim [18] . Section 2 reviews related work on router-table data structures and Section 4 describes how our prefix partitioning scheme may be used in conjunction with the fixedstrides trie data structure. Experimental results are presented in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Ruiz-Sanchez et al. [14] review data structures for static router-tables and Sahni et al. [20] review data structures for both static and dynamic router-tables. Several trie-based data structures for router table have been proposed [21] , [3] , [4] , [13] , [24] , [15] , [16] . Structures such as that of [21] perform each of the dynamic router-table operations (lookup, insert, delete) in OðW Þ time. Others (e.g., [3] , [4] , [13] , [24] , [15] , [16] ) attempt to optimize lookup time and memory requirement through an expensive preprocessing step. These structures, while providing very fast lookup capability, have a prohibitive insert/delete time and, so, they are suitable only for static router-tables (i.e., tables into/from which no inserts and deletes take place).
Waldvogel et al. [26] have proposed a scheme that performs a binary search on hash tables organized by prefix length. This binary-search scheme has an expected complexity of Oðlog W Þ for lookup. An alternative adaptation of binary search to longest-prefix matching is developed in [9] . Using this adaptation, a lookup in a table that has n prefixes takes OðW þ log nÞ ¼ OðW Þ time. Because the schemes of [26] and [9] use expensive precomputation, they are not suited for a dynamic router-tables.
Suri et al. [25] have proposed a B-tree data structure for dynamic router tables. Using their structure, we may find the longest matching-prefix, lmpðdÞ, for destination d in Oðlog nÞ time. However, inserts/deletes take OðW log nÞ time. When W bits fit in Oð1Þ words (as is the case for IPv4 and IPv6 prefixes), logical operations on W -bit vectors can be done in Oð1Þ time each. In this case, the scheme of [25] takes Oðlog W log nÞ time for an insert and OðW þ log nÞ ¼ OðW Þ time for a delete. The number of cache misses that occur when the data structure of [25] is used is Oðlog nÞ per operation. Lu and Sahni [12] have developed an alternative B-tree routertable design. Although the designs of [25] and [12] have the same asymptotic complexity for each of the dynamic routertable operations, inserts and deletes access only Oðlog m nÞ nodes using the structure of [12] , whereas these operations access Oðm log m nÞ nodes when the structure of [25] is used. Consequently, the structure of [12] is faster for inserts and deletes and competitive for searches.
Sahni and Kim [17] , [18] develop data structures, called a collection of red-black trees (CRBT) and alternative collection of red-black trees (ACRBT), that support the three operations of a dynamic router-table (longest matchingprefix, prefix insert, prefix delete) in Oðlog nÞ time each. The number of cache misses is also Oðlog nÞ. In [18] , Sahni and Kim show that their ACRBT structure is easily modified to extend the biased-skip-list structure of Ergun et al. [5] so as to obtain a biased-skip-list structure for dynamic router table. Using this modified biased skip-list structure, lookup, insert, and delete can each be done in Oðlog nÞ expected time and Oðlog nÞ expected cache misses. Like the original biased-skip list structure of [5] , the modified structure of [18] adapts so as to perform lookups faster for bursty access patterns than for nonbursty patterns. The ACRBT structure may also be adapted to obtain a collection of splay trees structure [18] , which performs the three dynamic routertable operations in Oðlog nÞ amortized time and which adapts to provide faster lookups for bursty traffic.
Lu and Sahni [10] use priority search trees to arrive at an Oðlog nÞ data structure for dynamic prefix-tables. This structure is faster than the CRBT structure of [17] , [18] . Lu and Sahni [10] also propose a data structure that employs priority search trees and red-black trees for the representation of rule tables in which the filters are a conflict-free set of ranges. This data structure permits most-specific-range matching as well as range insertion and deletion to be done in Oðlog nÞ time each.
In [11] , Lu and Sahni develop a data structure called BOB (binary tree on binary tree) for dynamic router-tables in which the rule filters are nonintersecting ranges and in which ties are broken by selecting the highest-priority rule that matches a destination address. Using BOB, the highestpriority rule that matches a destination address may be found in Oðlog 2 nÞ time; a new rule may be inserted and an old one deleted in Oðlog nÞ time. Related structures PBOB (prefix BOB) and LMPBOB (longest matching-prefix BOB) are proposed for highest-priority prefix matching and longestmatching prefixes. These structures apply when all filters are prefixes. The data structure LMPBOB permits longest-prefix matching in OðW Þ time; rule insertion and deletion take Oðlog nÞ time each. On practical rule tables, BOB and PBOB perform each of the three dynamic-table operations in Oðlog nÞ time and with Oðlog nÞ cache misses. The number of cache misses incurred by LMPBOB is also Oðlog nÞ.
Gupta and McKeown [6] have developed two data structures for dynamic highest-priority rule tables-heap on trie (HOT) and binary search tree on trie (BOT). The HOT structure takes OðW Þ time for a lookup and OðW log nÞ time for an insert or delete. The BOT structure takes OðW log nÞ time for a lookup and OðW Þ time for an insert/delete. The number of cache misses in a HOT and BOT is asymptotically the same as the time complexity of the corresponding operation.
Sun et al. [22] , [23] show how to transform a highdimension packet classification problem into a set of onedimensional problems using the notion of independent sets. The use of Bloom filters and digest caches to improve the performance of IP routers and packet classifiers has been explored in [1] , [2] , [27] .
PREFIX PARTITIONING

Static Router-Tables
Lampson et al. [9] propose a prefix partitioning scheme for static router-tables. This scheme partitions the prefixes in a router table based on their first s, s W , bits. Prefixes that are longer than s bits and whose first s bits correspond to the number i, 0 i < 2 s are stored in a bucket partition½i:bucket using any data structure suitable for a static router-table. Further, partition½i:lmp, which is the longest prefix for the binary representation of i (note that the length of partition½i:lmp is at most s) is precomputed from the given prefix set. For any destination address d, lmpðdÞ, is determined as follows:
1. Let i be the integer whose binary representation equals the first s bits of d. Let Q equal null if no prefix in partition½i:bucket matches d; otherwise, let Q be the longest prefix in partition½i:bucket that matches d. 2. If Q is null, lmpðdÞ ¼ partition½i:lmp. Otherwise, lmpðdÞ ¼ Q. Note that the case s ¼ 0 results in a single bucket and, effectively, no partitioning. As s is increased, the average number of prefixes per bucket as well as the maximum number in any bucket decreases. Both the average-case and worst-case time to find lmpðdÞ decrease as we increase s. However, the storage needed for the array partition½ increases with s and quickly becomes impractical. Lampson et al. [9] recommend using s ¼ 16. This recommendation results in 2 s ¼ 65; 536 buckets. For practical router-table databases, s ¼ 16 results in buckets that have at most a few hundred prefixes; nonempty buckets have less than 10 prefixes on average. Hence, in practice, the worst-case and average-case time to find lmpðdÞ is considerably improved over the case s ¼ 0.
Dynamic Router-Tables
The prefix partitioning scheme of Lampson et al. [9] is, however, not suited for dynamic router-tables. This is so because the insertion or deletion of a prefix may affect all partition½i:lmp, 0 i < 2 s values. For example, the insertion of the default prefix * into an initially empty router table will require all 2 s partition½i:lmp values to be set to *. The deletion of a length p s prefix could affect 2 sÀp partition½i:lmp values.
For dynamic router-tables, we propose multilevel partitioning. The prefixes at each node of the partitioning tree are partitioned into 2 s þ 1 partitions using the next s bits of the prefixes. Prefixes that do not have s additional bits fall into partition À1; the remaining prefixes fall into the partition that corresponds to their next s bits. Prefix partitioning may be controlled using a static rule such as "partition only at the root" or by a dynamic rule such as "recursively partition until the number of prefixes in the partition is smaller than some specified threshold." In this paper, we focus on two statically determined partitioning structures-one level and two level.
One-Level Dynamic Partitioning (OLDP)
OLDP is described by the partitioning tree of Fig. 1 . The root node represents the partitioning of the router-table prefixes into 2 s þ 1 partitions. Let OLDP ½i refer to partition i. OLDP ½À1 contains all prefixes whose length is less than s; OLDP ½i, i ! 0 contains all prefixes whose first s bits correspond to i. The prefixes in each partition may be represented using any of the dynamic router-table data structures mentioned in Section 1. In fact, one could use different data structures for different partitions. For example, if we knew that certain partitions would always be small, these could be represented as linear lists while the remaining partitions are represented using PBOB (say).
The essential difference between OLDP and the partitioning scheme of [9] is in the treatment of prefixes whose length is smaller than s. In OLDP, these shorter prefixes are stored in OLDP ½À1; in the scheme of [9] , these shorter prefixes (along with length s prefixes) are used to determine the partition½i:lmp values. It is this difference in the way shorter length prefixes are handled that makes OLDP suitable for dynamic tables, while the scheme of [9] is suitable for static tables. Our OLDP scheme reduces update cost at the expense of some increase in search cost, while the scheme of [9] reduces search cost at potentially a very significant increase in update cost. Table 1 gives the results of partitioning four IPv4 router tables using OLDP with s ¼ 16 and Fig. 2 histograms the number of partitions (excluding partition À1) of each size. These router tables were obtained from [8] . As can be seen, OLDP with s ¼ 16 is quite effective in reducing both the maximum and the average partition size. In all of our databases, partition À1 is substantially larger than the remaining partitions.
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 give the algorithms to search, insert, and delete into an OLDP router table. OLDP[i]->x() refers to method x performed on the data structure for OLDP[i], firstðd; sÞ returns the integer that corresponds to the first s bits of d, and lengthðtheP refixÞ returns the length of theP refix. It is easy to see that, when each OLDP partition is represented using the same data structure (say, PBOB), the asymptotic complexity of each operation is the same as that for the corresponding operation in the data structure for the OLDP partitions. However, a constant factor speedup is expected because each OLDP ½i has only a fraction of the prefixes.
Two-Level Dynamic Partitioning (TLDP)
Fig . 6 shows the partitioning structure for a TLDP. In a TLDP, the root partitions the prefix set into the partitions OLDP ½i, À1 i < 2 s by using the first s bits of each prefix. This partitioning is identical to that done in an OLDP. Additionally, the set of prefixes OLDP ½À1 is further partitioned at node T LDP into the partitions T LDP ½i, À1 i < 2 t using the first t, t < s, bits of the prefixes in OLDP ½À1. This partitioning follows the strategy used at the root. However, t, rather than s, bits are used. The prefix partitions OLDP ½i, 0 i < 2 s , and T LDP ½i, À1 i < 2 t , may be represented using any dynamic router-table data structure. Note that the OLDP ½i partitions for i ! 0 are not partitioned further because their size is typically not too large (see Table 1 ). Table 2 gives statistics for the number of prefixes in T LDP ½i for our four sample databases. Since the number of prefixes in each T LDP ½i is rather small, we may represent each T LDP ½i using an array linear list in which the prefixes are in decreasing order of length.
Figs. 7 and 8 give the TLDP search and insert algorithms. The algorithm to delete is similar to the insert algorithm. It is easy to see that TLDP doesn't improve the asymptotic complexity of the lookup/insert/delete algorithms relative to that of these operations in an OLDP. Rather, a constant factor improvement is expected.
Extension to IPv6
Although OLDPs with s ¼ 16 and TLDPs with s ¼ 16 and t ¼ 8 seem quite reasonable for IPv4 router tables, for IPv6 router tables, we expect better performance using OLDPs with s ¼ 64 (say) and TLDPs with s ¼ 64 and t ¼ 32 (say). However, maintaining the OLDP and T LDP nodes as arrays, as in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, is no longer practical (e.g., the OLDP array will have 2 s ¼ 2 64 entries). Notice, however, that, since most of the the OLDP and TLDP partitions are expected to be empty (even in IPv6), 1 the OLDP and T LDP nodes may be efficiently represented as hash tables. A similarly memory-efficient hash table representation of the partition array of the scheme of [9] isn't possible because virtually all of the partition½i:lmp values are nonnull.
OLDP AND TLDP FIXED-STRIDE TRIES
Fixed-Stride Tries
A trie node whose stride is s has 2 s subtries, some or all of which may be empty. A fixed-stride trie (FST) [20] , [24] is a trie in which all nodes that are at the same level have the same stride. The nodes at level i of an FST store prefixes whose length, lengthðiÞ, is P i j¼0 s j , where s j is the stride for nodes at level j. Suppose we wish to represent the prefixes of Fig. 9a using an FST that has three levels. Assume that the strides are 3, 2, and 2. The root of the trie stores prefixes whose length is 3, the level one nodes store prefixes whose length is 5 (3 + 2), and the level two nodes store prefixes whose length is 7 (3 + 2 + 2). This poses a problem for the prefixes of our example because the length of some of these prefixes is different from the storeable lengths. For instance, the length of P3 is 2. To get around this problem, a prefix with a nonpermissible length is expanded to the next permissible length [24] . For example, P3 = 11* is expanded to P3a = 110* and P3b = 111*. If one of the newly created prefixes is a duplicate, natural dominance rules are used to eliminate all but one occurrence of the prefix. For instance, P7 = 110000* is expanded to P7a = 1100000* and P7b = 1100001*. However, P8 = 1100000* is to be chosen over P7a = 1100000* because P8 is a longer match than P7. So, P7a is eliminated. Because of the elimination of duplicate prefixes from the expanded prefix set, all prefixes are distinct. Fig. 9b shows the prefixes that result when we expand the prefixes of Fig. 9a to lengths 3, 5, and 7. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding FST whose height is 2 and whose strides are 3, 2, and 2.
Since the trie of Fig. 10 can be searched with at most three memory references, it represents a time performance improvement over a 1-bit trie (this is an FST in which the stride at each level is 1), which requires up to seven memory references to perform a search for our example prefix set. For any given set of prefixes, the memory required by an FST of whose height is at most k depends on the strides of the up to k þ 1 levels in the FST. Srinivasan and Varghese [24] and Sahni and Kim [15] develop efficient 1. Note that the number of nonempty partitions is OðnÞ.
algorithms to find the up to k þ 1 strides that result in the most memory efficient FSTs. For dynamic router-tables, however, the optimal strides change with each insert and delete operation. So, instead of maintaining optimality of strides dynamically, we must fix the strides based on expected characteristics of the prefix set. The use of expected characteristics precludes the use of variable-stride tries [24] , [16] .
To determine the strides of the FST for dynamic tables, we examine the distribution of prefixes in our Paix database (Table 3) . Fewer than 0.7 percent of the Paix prefixes have length < 16. Hence, using a root stride of 16 will require us to expand only a small percentage of the prefixes from length < 16 to length 16. Using a larger stride for the root will require us to expand the 6,606 prefixes of length 16. So, we set the root stride at 16. For the children and grandchildren of the root, we choose a stride of 4. This choice requires us to expand prefixes whose length is 17, 18, and 19 to length 20 and expand prefixes of length 21, 22, and 23 to length 24. The level 4 nodes may be given a stride of 8, requiring the expansion of the very few prefixes whose length is between 25 and 31 to a length of 32. These stride choices result in a 16-4-4-8-FST (root stride is 16, level 1 and level 2 stride is 4, level 3 stride is 8). Since a 16-4-4-8-FST has four levels, lmpðdÞ may be found with at most four memory accesses. Other reasonable stride choices result in a 16-8-8-FST and a 16-4-4-4-4-FST.
FST Operations. To find lmpðdÞ using an FST, we simply use the bits of d to follow a path from the root of the FST toward a leaf. The last prefix encountered along this path is lmpðdÞ. For example, to determine lmpð1100010Þ from the 3-2-2-FST of Fig. 10 , we use the first 3 bits (110) to get to the left level 1 node. The next 2 bits 00 are used to reach the level 2 node. Finally, using the last 2 bits 10, we fall off the trie. The prefixes encountered on this path are P3 (in the root) and P6 (in the level 1 node; note that no prefix is encountered in the 10 field of the level 2 node). The last prefix encountered is P6. Hence, lmpð1100010Þ is P6.
To insert the prefix p, we follow a search path determined by the bits of p until we reach the level i node N with the property lengthði À 1Þ < lengthðpÞ lengthðiÞ (for convenience, assume that lengthðÀ1Þ ¼ 0; note that it may be necessary to add empty nodes to the trie in case such an N isn't already in the trie). The prefix p is expanded to length lengthðiÞ and stored in the node slots for each of the expanded prefixes (if a slot is already occupied, p is stored in the occupied slot only if it is longer than the prefix occupying that spot).
To facilitate the delete operation, each node M of an FST maintains an auxilliary Boolean array M:prefixes½0 : 2 s À 1, where s is the stride of M. This array keeps track of the prefixes inserted at node M. When prefix p is inserted, N:prefixes½q is set to true. Here, N is as described above and q is determined as follows: Let numberði; pÞ be the number represented by bits lengthði À 1Þ Á Á Á lengthðpÞ À 1 of p (the bits of p are indexed from left to right beginning with the index 0). So, for example, the bit-sequence 010 represents the number 2. q equals 2 lengthðpÞÀlengthðiÀ1Þ þ numberði; pÞ À 2. An alternative to the array M:prefixes½ is to keep track of the prefixes inserted at node M using a trie on bits lengthði À 1Þ Á Á Á of the inserted prefixes. Since our implementation doesn't use this alternative, we do not consider the alternative further.
To delete the prefix p, we find the node N as for an insert operation. N:prefixes½q is set to false, where q is computed as above. To update the prefix slots of N that contain p, we need to find the longest proper prefix of p that is in N:prefixes. This longest proper prefix is determined by examining N:prefixes½j for Fig. 7 . TLDP algorithm to find lmpðdÞ. 
j ¼2
rÀlengthðiÀ1Þ þ numberði; p r Þ À 2; r ¼ lengthðpÞ À 1;
where p r is the first r bits of p. The examination stops at the first j for which N:prefixes½j is true. The corresponding prefix replaces p in the prefix slots of N. If there is no such j, the null prefix replaces p.
OLDP and TLDP FSTs
Since the root stride is 16 for the recommended IPv4 FSTs Table 4 gives a set of five prefixes along with the range of destination addreses matched by each prefix. This table assumes that W ¼ 5. Fig. 11 gives the pictorial representation of the five prefixes of For each prefix and basic interval, x, define nextðxÞ to be the smallest range prefix (i.e., the longest prefix) whose range includes the range of x. For the example of Fig. 11 , the nextðÞ values for the basic intervals r1 through r7 are, respectively, P1, P2, P1, P3, P4, P1, and P1.
INTERVAL PARTITIONING
The dynamic router-table structures of Sahni and Kim [17] , [18] employ a front-end basic-interval tree (BIT) that is used to determine the basic interval that any destination address d falls in. The back-end structure, which is a collection of prefix trees (CPT), has one prefix tree for each of the prefixes in the router table. The prefix tree for prefix P is comprised of a header node plus one node, called a prefix node, for every nontrivial prefix (i.e., a prefix whose start and end points are different) or basic interval x such that nextðxÞ ¼ P . The header node identifies the prefix P for which this is the prefix tree. The BIT, as well as the prefix trees, are binary search trees. Fig. 12a shows the BIT (actually, alternative BIT, ABIT) for our 5-prefix example and Fig. 12b, Fig. 12c, Fig. 12d , Fig. 12e, and Fig. 12f show the back-end prefix trees for our 
TABLE 3 Distribution of Prefixes in Paix
five prefixes. Each ABIT node stores a basic interval. Along with each basic interval, a pointer to the back-end prefixtree node for this basic interval is stored. Additionally, for the end points of this basic interval that correspond to prefixes whose length is W , a pointer to the corresponding W -length prefixes is also stored. In Fig. 12a , the end point prefix pointers for the end point 23 are not shown; the remaining end point prefix pointers are null; the pointers to prefix-tree nodes are shown in the circle outside each node.
In Fig. 12b, Fig. 12c, Fig. 12d , Fig. 12e , and Fig. 12f , notice that the prefix nodes of a prefix tree store the start point of the range or prefix represented by that prefix node. The start points of the basic intervals and prefixes are shown inside the prefix nodes, while the basic interval or prefix name is shown outside the node.
To find lmpð9Þ, we use the ABIT to reach the ABIT node for the containing basic interval ½0; 10. This ABIT node points us to node r1 in the back-end tree for prefix P1. Following parent pointers from node r1 in the back-end tree, we reach the header node for the prefix tree and determine that lmpð9Þ is P1. When determining lmpð16Þ, we reach the node for ½16; 18 and use the pointer to the basic interval node r4. Following parent pointers from r4, we reach the header node for the prefix tree and determine that lmpð16Þ is P3. To determine lmpð23Þ, we first get to the node for ½23; 31. Since this node has a pointer for the end point 23, we follow this pointer to the header node for the preifx tree for P5, which is lmpð23Þ.
The interval partitioning scheme is an alternative to the OLDP and TLDP partitioning schemes that may be applied to interval-based structures such as the ACBST. In this scheme, we employ a 2 s -entry table, partition, to partition the basic intervals based on the first s bits of the start point of each basic interval. For each partition of the basic intervals, a separate ABIT is constructed; the back-end prefix trees are not affected by the partitioning. Fig. 13 gives the partitioning table and ABITs for our 5-prefix example and s ¼ 3.
Notice that each entry partition½i of the partition table has four fields-abit (pointer to ABIT for partition i), next (next nonempty partition), previous (previous nonempty partition), and start (smallest end point in partition). Fig. 14 gives the interval partitioning algorithm to find lmpðdÞ. The algorithm assumes that the default prefix * is always present and the method rightmost returns the lmp for the rightmost basic interval in the ABIT.
The insertion and deletion of prefixes is done by inserting and removing end points, when necessary, from the ABIT and adding/removing a back-end prefix tree. The use of interval partitioning affects only the components of the insert/delete algorithms that deal with the ABIT. Figs. 15  and 16 give the algorithms to insert and delete an end point. rightPrefix refers to the prefix, if any, associated with the right end point stored in a node of the ABIT.
Although the application of interval partitioning doesn't change the asymptotic complexity, Oðlog nÞ, of the ACBST algorithm to find the longest matching-prefix, the complexity of the algorithms to insert and delete changes from Oðlog nÞ to Oðlog n þ 2 s Þ. Since interval partitioning reduces the size of individual ABITs, a reduction in observed runtime is expected for the search algorithm. The insert and delete algorithms are expected to take less time when the clusters of empty partitions are relatively small (equivalently, when the nonempty partitions distribute uniformly across the partition table).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To assess the efficacy of the proposed prefix and intervalpartitioning schemes, we programmed these schemes in C++. For prefix-partitioning, we experimented with using the following dynamic router-table structures as the OLDP ½i, i ! 0 structure (as well as the OLDP ½À1 structure in case of one-level dynamic partitioning): ACRBT (the ACBST of [18] with each search tree being a red-black tree), CST (the ACBST of [18] [10] ), PBOB (the prefix binary tree on the binary tree structure of [11] ), TRIE (one-bit trie), and ARRAY (this is an array linear list in which the prefixes are stored in a one-dimensional array in nondecreasing order of prefix length; the longest matching-prefix is determined by examining the prefixes in the order in which they are stored in the one-dimensional array; array doubling is used to increase array size, as necessary, during an insertion).
We use the notation ACRBT1p (ACRBT1 pure), for example, to refer to OLDP with ACRBTs. ACRBT2p refers to TLDP with ACRBTs. ACRBTIP refers to interval partitioning applied to ACRBTs and CSTIP refers to interval partitioning applied to CSTs.
The schemes whose name end with an "a" (for example, ACRBT2a) are variants of the corresponding pure schemes. In ACRBT2a, for example, each of the TLDP codes, T LDP ½i, was implemented as an array linear list until jT LDP ½ij > , where the threshold was set to 8. When jT LDP ½ij > for the first time, T LDP ½i was transformed from an array linear list to the target dynamic router-table structure (e.g., PBOB in the case of PBOB2). Once a T LDP ½i was transformed into the target dynamic router-table structure, it was never transformed back to the array linear list structure no matter how small jT LDP ½ij became. Similarly, OLDP ½i, i ! 0 for TLDPs were implemented as array linear lists until jOLDP ½ij > for the first time. A similar use of array linear lists was made when implementing the OLDP codes. Note that, when ¼ 0, we get the corresponding pure scheme (i.e., when ¼ 0, ACRBT1a is equivalent to ACRBT1p and PBOB2a is equivalent to PBOB2p, for example) and, when ¼ 1, we get one of the two partitioned ARRAY schemes (i.e., ACRBT1a, CST1a, PST1a, PBOB1a, etc., are equivalent to ARRAY1p, while ACRBT2a, CST2a, MULTIBIT2a, etc., are equivalent to ARRAY2p). By varying the threshold between the two extremes 0 and 1, the performance of hybrid schemes such as ACRBT1a, MULTIBIT2a, etc., can be varied between that of a pure partitioned scheme and that of ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p.
ACRBT2aH refers to ACRBT2a in which the root-level partitioning node is represented using a hash table rather than an array. The remaining acronymns used by us are easy to figure out. For the OLDP and interval partitioning schemes, we used s ¼ 16 and, for the TLDP schemes, we used s ¼ 16 and t ¼ 8. Note that the combinations ARRAY1a and ARRAY2a are the same as ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p. Hence, ARRAY1a and ARRAY2a do not show up in our tables and figures.
Our codes were run on a 2.26GHz Pentium 4 PC that has 500MB of memory. The Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 compiler with optimization level -O2 was used. For test data, we used the four IPv4 prefix databases of Table 1 .
Total Memory Requirement. Fig. 17 shows the amount of memory used by each of the tested structures. 2 In the figure, OLDPp refers to the pure one-level dynamic prefix partitioning versions of the base schemes and INTP refers to the interval partitioning versions. Notice that the amount of memory required by a base data structure (such as ACRBT) is generally less than that required by its OLDP version (ACRBT1p and ACRBT1a) and by its interval partitioning version (where applicable). ACRBT1a, ACRBT1p, CST1p, ACRBTIP, and CSTIP with Paix are the some of the exceptions. In the case of MaeWest, for example, the memory required by PBOB1p is about 39 percent more than that required by PBOB. The TLDP structures (both with an array for the OLDP node and with a hash table for this node) took considerably less memory than did the corresponding base structure. For example, MULTIBIT2a with MaeWest required only 45 percent of the memory taken by MULTIBIT and MULTIBITb2a with MaeWest took 23 percent of the memory taken by MULTIBITb. So, although the partitioning schemes were designed so as to reduce runtime, the TLDPa schemes also reduce memory requirement! Of the tested structures, ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p are the most memory efficient. However, since the worst-case time to search, insert, and delete in these structures is OðnÞ (in practice, the times are quite good because the prefixes in our test databases distribute quite well and the size of each OLDP ½i and T LDP ½i is quite small), we focus also on the best from among the structures that guarantee a good worst-case performance. Of these 2. We did not experiment with the base ARRAY structure because its runtime performance, OðnÞ, is very poor on databases as large as our test databases. As we shall see later, the measured performance of partitioned structures that use ARRAY as a base structure is very good. Search Time. To measure the average search time, we first constructed the data structure for each of our four prefix databases. Four sets of test data were used. The destination addresses in the first set, NONTRACE, comprised the end points of the prefixes corresponding to the database being searched. These end points were randomly permuted. The data set, PSEUDOTRACE, was constructed from NONTRACE by selecting 1,000 destination addresses. A PSEUDOTRACE sequence is comprised of 1,000,000 search requests. For each search, we randomly chose a destination from the selected 1,000 destination addresses. The data set PSEUDOTRACE100 is similar to PSEUDOTRACE except that only 100 destination addresses were selected to make up the 1,000,000 search requests. Our last data set, PSEUDOTRACE100L16, differs from PSEUDOTRACE100 only in that the 100 destination addresses were chosen so that the length of the longest matching prefix for each is less than 16. So, every search in PSEUDOTRACE100L16 required a search in OLDP ½À1. The NONTRACE, PSEUDOTRACE, and PSEUDOTRACE100 data sets represent different degrees of burstiness in the search pattern. In NONTRACE, all search addresses are different. So, this access pattern represents the lowest possible degree of burstiness. In PSEUDOTRACE, since destination addresses that repeat aren't necessarily in consecutive packets, there is some measure of temporal spread among the recurring addresses.
3 PSEUDOTRACE100 has greater burstiness than does PSEUDOTRACE.
For the NONTRACE, PSEUDOTRACE, PSEUDO TRACE100, and PSEUDOTRACE100L16 data sets, the total search time for each data set was measured and then averaged to get the time for a single search. This experiment was repeated 10 times and 10 average times were obtained. Figs. 18, 19 , 20, and 21 histogram the average times for Paix. Since the standard deviation in the measured averages was insignificant, we do not report the standard deviations.
First, consider measured average search times for only the NONTRACE and PSEUDOTRACE data sets. Notice that the use of the OLDP, TLDP, and INTP schemes reduces the average search time in all cases other than MULTIBIT1p, MULTIBITb1p, MULTIBIT2p, MULTIBITb2p, and MULTI BITb2aH, and some of the remaining MULTIBIT cases. For Paix, for example, the MULTIBITb1a search time is 14 percent larger than that for MULTIBIT on the NONTRACE data set and 50 percent larger on the PSEUDOTRACE data set. The average search for MULTI BIT2a on the MaeWest database is 27 percent less than that for MULTIBIT when either the NONTRACE or PSEUDO TRACE data set is used.
The deterioration in performance when partitioning is applied to MULTIBIT and MULTIBITb is to be expected because partitioning does not reduce the number of cache misses for any search. For example, the height of MULTIBIT is 4 and that of MULTIBITb is 3. So, no search in MULTIBIT results in more than five cache misses and, in MULTIBITb, no search causes more than four cache misses. To search MULTIBIT1p, for example, in the worst case, we must search OLDP ½i (five cache misses, including one to examine the overall root) as well as OLDP ½À1 (four cache misses). 3 . By analyzing trace sequences of wide-area traffic networks, we found that the number of different destination addresses in the trace data is two to three orders of magnitude less than the number of packets. These traces represent a high degree of burstiness. Since there are no publically available traces from a router whose routing table is also available, we simulate realworld searches using the PSEUDOTRACE and PSEUDOTRACE100 search sequences. For the Paix database and the NONTRACE data set, PBOB1a and PBOB2a both have a search time that is 37 percent less than that of PBOB. Although the search time for PBOB2aH is 31 percent larger than that for PBOB2a, the time is 17 percent less than that for PBOB. This finding is important because it shows the efficacy of the hashing scheme for situations (such as IPv6 with s ¼ 64) in which it isn't practical to use an array for the OLDP node.
Another interesting observation is that the average search time is considerably lower for the PSEUDOTRACE data set than for the NONTRACE data set. This is because of the reduction in average number of cache misses per search when the search sequence is bursty. In fact, increasing the burstiness further using PSEUDOTRACE100 reduces the average search time even further (Fig. 20) .
For the NONTRACE data set, ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p had the best search time. For the PSEUDOTRACE and PSEUDOTRACE100 data sets, MULTIBITb was fastest and ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p came in next. Although the base ARRAY structure has an OðnÞ search time complexity, which makes the base ARRAY structure highly noncompetitive with the remaining base schemes considered in this paper, the use of partitioning enables the (partitioned) ARRAY scheme to be highly competitive.
Notice that, for the NONTRACE, PSEUDOTRACE, and PSEUDOTRACE100 data sets, X1p and X2p have similar average search times. The same is true for X1a and X2a (the PSEUDOTRACE100 times for X1a and X2a are not reported). This result is not surprising since less than 1 percent of the prefixes have length less than 16. Hence, there is only a small probability that a destination address in NONTRACE and PSEUDOTRACE will require us to examine OLDP ½À1. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the TLDP scheme, we use the search sequence PSEUDO TRACE100L16 in which search requires the examination of OLDP ½À1. The experimental data of Fig. 21 shows that the X2p schemes significantly outperform their X1p counterparts. For the Paix database, the average search time for ARRAY2p is 14 percent that of ARRAY1p, whereas, for PBOB2p, the time is 67 percent that of PBOB1p. As was the case for the the other search sequences, the runtimes of MULTIBIT and MULTIBITb are not improved using our partitioning schemes.
Insert Time. To measure the average insert time for each of the data structures, we first obtained a random permutation of the prefixes in each of the databases. Next, the first 75 percent of the prefixes in this random permutation were inserted into an initially empty data structure. The time to insert the remaining 25 percent of the prefixes was measured and averaged. This timing experiment was repeated 10 times. Fig. 22 histograms the average times for Paix. Once again, the standard deviation in the average times was insignificant and, so, isn't reported.
Our insert experiments show that ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p take the least time. When we limit oursleves to partitioning using base structures whose worst-case performance is better than OðnÞ, we see that the PBOB2a, MULTIBIT2a, and MULTIBITb2a structures are competitive and do best for this operation. For example, while an insert in the Paix database takes 19 percent less time when MULTIBIT2a is used than when a PBOB2a is used, that in the MaeWest takes 15 percent more time. Generally, the use of OLDP, TLDP, and INTP reduces the insert time. MULTIBIT1p, MULTIBITb1p, MULTIBIT2p, and MULTI BITb2p are exceptions, taking more time for inserts in each of the four databases. MULTIBIT1a, MULTIBITb1a, MULTI BIT2a, and MULTIBITb2a took more time than their base structures on some of the databases and less on others. The insert time for MULTIBIT is about 20 percent less than that for MULTIBIT1a. On the other hand, the insert time for PBOB2a is between 29 percent and 39 percent less than that for PBOB.
Delete Time. To measure the average delete time, we started with the data structure for each database and removed 25 percent of the prefixes in the database. The prefixes to delete were determined using the permutation generated for the insert time test; the last 25 percent of these were deleted. Once again, the test was run 10 times and the average of the averages computed. Fig. 23 histograms the average times for Paix. The standard deviations in the average times are not reported as these were insignificant.
As can be seen, the use of OLDP, TLDP, and interval partitioning generally resulted in a reduction in the delete time. The exceptions being MULTIBITb1p and MULTI BITb2p with Paix and Pb. TLDP with array linear lists (i.e., the schemes X2a where X denotes a base scheme such as ACRBT) resulted in the smallest delete times for each of the tested base data structures. The delete time for MULTIBIT2a was between 19 percent and 62 percent less than that for MULTIBIT; for PBOB2a, the delete time was between 30 percent and 39 percent less than that for PBOB. As was the case for the the search and insert operations, ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p have the least measured average delete time. From among the remaining structures, the delete time is the least for MULTIBIT1a, MULTIBIT2a, and PBOB2a. For example, on the Paix database, a delete using MULTIBIT2a takes about 6 percent less time than when PBOB2a is used; on the MaeWest database, a delete using MULTIBIT2a takes about 12 percent more time than when PBOB2a is used.
CONCLUSION
We have developed two schemes-prefix partitioning and interval partitioning-that may be used to improve the performance of known dynamic router-table structures. The two-level prefix partitioning scheme TLDP also results in memory saving. Although the prefix partitioning schemes were discussed primarily in the context of IPv4 databases, through the use of hashing, the schemes may be effectively used for IPv6 databases. Our experiments with IPv4 databases indicate that the use of hashing degrades the performance of TLDP slightly. However, when s is large (as will be desired for IPv6 databases), the use of an array for the OLDP node is not an option. A similar adaptation of the partition array of [9] to employ a hash table isn't possible.
As indicated by our experiments, our proposed partitioning schemes significantly improve the runtime performance of all tested base schemes other than MULTIBIT and MULTIBITb. As an extreme example of this, the performance of the base scheme ARRAY, which is highly impractical for databases of the size used in our test, is enhanced to the point where it handily outperforms the base and partitioned versions of superior base schemes. Although the partitioned array schemes ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p have unacceptable worst-case performance, our hybrid partitioned schemes that employ array linear lists for small partitions and a structure with good worst-case performance for large partitions provide both a good average and worst-case performance.
In our experiments with the hybrid schemes, we used ¼ 8 as the threshold at which we switch from an array linear list to an alternative structure with good worst-case performance. As noted earlier, when ¼ 0, we get the corresponding pure scheme and, when ¼ 1, we get one of the two partitioned ARRAY schemes, ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p. By varying the threshold between the two extremes 0 and 1, the performance of hybrid schemes such as ACRBT1a, MULTIBIT2a, etc., can be varied between that of a pure partitioned scheme and that of ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p. It is anticipated that using ¼ 128 (say) would improve the average performance of our hybrid schemes, bringing this average performance close to that of the pure schemes ARRAY1p and ARRAY2p. However, with ¼ 128, the worst-case search, insert, and delete times would likely be larger than with ¼ 8. The parameter may be tuned to get the desired average-case versus worst-case trade-off.
The search time for our OLDP and TLDP schemes may be improved by precomputing bestSmall½i for each nonempty OLDP ½i and each nonempty T LDP ½i, i ! 0. For OLDP ½i, bestSmall½i ¼ OLDP ½À1À > lookupðiÞ and, for T LDP ½i, bestSmall½i ¼ T LDP ½À1À > lookupðiÞ. With bestSmall precomputed in this way, the invocation of OLDP ½À1À > lookupðdÞ in Fig. 3 and of T LDP ½À1À > lookupðdÞ in Fig. 7 may be eliminated. The major difference between our precomputation of bestSmall½i and a similar precomputation done for the scheme of Lampson et al. [9] is that we precompute only for nonempty OLDP ½is and T LDP ½is, whereas Lampson et al. [9] precompute for every position of their table. Because of this difference, our precomputation also may be employed in conjunction with our proposed hash table scheme to extend our partitioning schemes to IPv6 databases. Note that. although the recommended precomputation reduces the search time, it degrades the update time. For OLDPs, for example, whenever we insert/delete a prefix into OLDP ½À1, we would need to update up to 2 s bestSmall½i values. Of course, the number of bestSmall½i values that are to be updated also is bounded by the number of nonempty OLDP ½is, which, in practice, would be much smaller than 2 s . Kun Suk Kim received the BE and ME degrees in computer engineering from the Kyungpook National University, Korea, in 1992 and 1994, respectively, and the PhD degree in computer science from the University of Florida, Gainesville, in 2003. For one year after that, he was an adjunct assistant professor of computer and information science and engineering at the University of Florida. He was a research staff member at the Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute, Korea, for five and a half years beginning in 1994. He has developed several public-network access subsystems and gateway systems. He is a chief research engineer at the Digital Media Research Laboratory at LG Electronics. His research interests include digital media systems, design and analysis of efficient algorithms, computer networks and communications, network-based systems, realtime and embedded systems, distributed systems and mobile computing, and QoS and policy-based network management. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
